Interviews by LEONARD S. MARCUS
Delve into the minds and imaginations of the greatest children’s
book authors and illustrators of our time with master interviewer
Leonard S. Marcus as your witty and supremely well-informed guide.
With thought-provoking questions based on his incomparable knowledge of
the field, historian and critic Leonard S. Marcus turns his keen eye to the children’s book world. His artfully constructed and highly informative interviews,
paired with concise biographies and additional back matter, are ideal for
classroom genre studies and author and illustrator examinations. Bridging
the gap between the literary icons who have shaped children’s literature in
our time and their eager readers, these inspiring and often very funny nonfiction collections humanize and demystify the universal drive for creative
expression. Students will be even further engaged by exploring the discussion
questions and classroom activity or writing prompt suggestions below.

Comics Confidential: Thirteen Graphic Novelists
Talk Story, Craft, and Life Outside the Box
The graphic novel as an art form, although initially met
with skepticism by critics, has blossomed into an indispensable feature of the reading landscape for today’s children and
teens. With compelling interviews and twelve original minicomics created just for this book, this Junior Library Guild
selection is a must-have collection for graphic novel fans and
future graphic novel creators.

★ “An engaging volume for the format’s fans to learn more
about the creators behind popular works.”
— School Library Journal (starred review)
“Most valuable for young readers may be the discussions of the
cartoonists’ work routines, providing the indispensable insight
that this is not just an art but a job and emphasizing the level of
professional discipline it requires.” — Booklist

Classroom Ideas for Comics Confidential
• Pick one of the graphic novelists in Comics Confidential and
search online for another interview with him or her.
Compare and contrast the two, noting the types of questions
each interviewer has asked and the kinds of stories and
other details each interviewer was able to uncover.
• In what ways is reading a graphic novel like watching a
film? In what ways is it like reading a “regular” novel?
And in what ways is it like no other reading experience?
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Funny Business: Conversations with
Writers of Comedy
What makes funny funny? This smartly designed and edited
collection shines a light on thirteen favorite children’s book
authors known for making us laugh: revealing what inspires
them, what tickles their funny bones, and how they translate
the funny stuff in their heads onto the page to give us hilarious, unforgettable works of literature.

★ “Marcus provides a glimpse of a group of extraordinary
individuals whose books appeal to young readers. This title
should find its way onto shelves for readers of all ages.”
— School Library Journal (starred review)

★ “Warm, revealing, and, yes, often-funny profiles that make
essential reading for aspiring writers and children’s literature
enthusiasts of all ages.” — Booklist (starred review)
“Professionals and children alike will enjoy the opportunity to
get to know some of their favorite authors a little better.”
— Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books

Classroom Ideas for Funny Business
• Beverly Cleary says that children call her books both
“funny and sad” (page 26). How can a book be both things?
Can you think of a book you’ve read in which the story
involves equally contrasting emotions?
• How many different types of humor are there, and how
many do you yourself use in a day? Some examples are
punning, sarcasm, parody, self-mockery, and satire. What
books have you read in which these and other kinds of
humor are used memorably?
• Get your students laughing! Have each of them read a
book by one of the authors featured and then do a short
presentation on why their classmates should read that
book. Create a bulletin board featuring each title and have
everyone write some of the key points their classmates made
under each one. If you can create a classroom library of the
books, even better!
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Show Me a Story! Why Picture Books Matter:
Conversations with 21 of the World’s Most
Celebrated Illustrators
Max and Mickey. Miss Nelson. Willy Wonka. The Very
Hungry Caterpillar. These are just a few of the beloved picture
book characters whose geneses and genius are revealed in
this entertaining and deeply affecting book of interviews.
With eighty-eight full-color plates showcasing each illustrator’s artistic process and a series of unusually thoughtful and
thorough interviews that link the artists’ own stories to the
classic stories they’ve shared with the world, this internationally acclaimed collection is a treasure trove of insights and
anecdotes about the first art form most of us ever know — the
picture book.
“These discussions of the relationship between artists’ lives and
the stories they produce, preferences regarding medium or style,
and the unique confluences of circumstance, market, and
passion are indubitably worthwhile.” — Kirkus Reviews
“These compelling interviews — and foreword by David
Weisner — will reinforce what teachers, librarians, and
parents already know: picture books matter.” — Booklist
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“Marcus is the master of asking questions, most often dealing
with childhood and the discovery of artistic talent, that invite
deep and detailed responses.” — Voice of Youth Advocates

Classroom Ideas for Show Me a Story!
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• Picture book illustrators create characters and stories with
which young children who are new to books — and life —
can readily identify. What is the first book you remember
seeming special to you, and how did it affect you as a
reader and otherwise?

Ashley Bryan

Chris Raschka

John Burningham

Maurice Sendak

Eric Carle

Peter Sís

Lois Ehlert

William Steig
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• Lois Ehlert made a fish aquarium with plastic milk cartons
to complement the book Fish Eyes (page 84). Check out Fish
Eyes and then make aquariums with your students.

Tana Hoban

Vera B. Williams

James Marshall

Lisbeth Zwerger

• Tana Hoban talks about New York schoolchildren being
asked what they saw on their way to school, to which they
replied, “Nothing.” In response, the children were given
cameras, which opened their eyes to what they passed every
day (page 111). Using a camera on a laptop, tablet, or other
device, walk around your school and have students take
photos of what they see. Then put together a book or photo
display of your school.
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Robert McCloskey

The Wand in the Word: Conversations
with Writers of Fantasy
“Fantasy,” writes Leonard S. Marcus, “is storytelling with
the beguiling power to transform the impossible into the
imaginable and to reveal our own ‘real’ world in a fresh
and truth-bearing light.” Finely nuanced and continually
revealing, Leonard’s interviews with thirteen world-renowned
fantasy authors range widely over questions of literary craft
and moral vision as he asks about their pivotal life experiences, their influences and work routines, and their core
beliefs about the place of fantasy in literature and in our
lives.

★ “A rich resource that will be consulted as frequently by
children’s literature professionals as by genre fans themselves.”
— Booklist (starred review)

★ “Remarkable insight. . . . The best of encouragement for
young people trying to find their way in the world.”
— The Horn Book (starred review)

★ “Lively and highly readable. . . . An essential volume for
fantasy readers of all ages.” — School Library Journal (starred
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review)
“Young fantasy readers are in for a treat. . . . Perfect for those
middle readers who dream of putting their own imaginings
down on paper.” — Voice of Youth Advocates
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Classroom Ideas for The Wand in the Word

Brian Jacques

• Perhaps surprisingly, several of the authors interviewed
here were influenced to write fantasy by real-world events,
particularly their personal experiences of war. Find two
examples of this and consider the role that make-believe
played for these writers in coming to terms with historical
events we usually read about in nonfiction.

Diana Wynne Jones

• Jane Yolen says in her interview with Leonard Marcus that
fantasy fiction is an ideal genre within which to reflect on
moral issues such as honor, loyalty, and the difference
between good and evil — issues that become “pretty clouded
and gray in most modern ‘realistic’ literature” (page 186).
Choose a classic work of “realistic” literature and compare
its author’s approach to exploring moral questions with
that of a classic fantasy by one of the writers interviewed in
The Wand in the Word.
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